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About This Game

EMERGENCY 20 brings 10 of the best missions from 20 years of EMERGENCY to your PC - using current technology!
Additionally it features EMERGENCY 5, EMERGENCY 2016 and EM 5d3b920ae0
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Publisher:
Sixteen Tons Entertainment
Franchise:
EMERGENCY
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017
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Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit / Windows 8.1 64-bit / Windows 10 64-bit
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I loved Emergency 4, I played it for hours on end. With Emergency 5 and 2017, I was really disappointed with what the
developers had done to the game. The game play aspects I loved so much were removed, the quick thinking and fast reacting
part of the game is no longer part of the game. The graphics are great but the long animations, laggy & buggy gameplay don't do
the game any favors. If they could make the animations faster and make the game more responsive in regards to controls, it
would go a long way to improve it.. 4 in 1 Best Emergency game!. Great game. Highly recommended for anyone that loves
rts/micro/fun gameplay. *If you have ever played 911 Dispatcher, it's like that but less chaos.*. Seriously, do yourself a favour
and play this game. I bought this mainly for nastalgia despite reading that there were more negative reviews than i expected and
THANK GOD I DIDNT LISTEN TO THEM. This game is great, yes there are some rough edges but the game itself is a heck
of a lot of fun. Would recommend this to anyone.. If your new to Emergency, I would advise getting Emergency 2017 first
however for me (a player of Emergency 5, 2016 and 2017) previously, this game is an amazing addon. The missions vary in
difficulty (with adjustable difficulties) and are a fun challenge. In most of the missions in this, you normally have 2-3 separate
things going on, requring you to move units and priortise actions, adding another level of complexity. Missions are great and its
nice they've looked back at the older Emergency games.. The base game isn't worth it just like the rest of the series. If there
were mods for this game as good as the ones from EM4/911FR then it would be my favourite game but until a mod is released
with better controls, a new map and more options when controlling all the different units the game is not enjoyable and
sometimes unplayable. Sixteen Tons Entertainment know that the reason most players got the previous games is down to the
massive mod community at the time and they should look at creating content that's like what the mods were in later releases.
(Los Angeles Mod, New York Mod, Boston Mod, London/Britain Mod, Bieberfelde, harbor City and more).
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